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Audio out of sync when streaming from SMB after short period?
01/16/2012 09:20 PM - Sean Bryant

Status: Fixed Start date: 01/16/2012
Priority: High Due date:
Assignee: Andreas Smas % Done: 0%
Category: Filesystem Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: 4.0
Found in version: 3.3.385 Platform: PS3
Description

I am having this issue which seems to be worse with the latest version that just came out a few days ago. When I play a movie and
stream it over SMB, overtime the audio loses sync almost as if its going faster then the film, I have had issues with several films, some
MKV, some XVID and it seems to be pretty consistent, anyone have any ideas, I don't have this issue with XBMC or Boxee on other
devices. I have attached one of the films I am having the issue with, this is just a sample clip. It usually does it after 10-15 minutes, I
then have to quick Showtime completely and start it over, then 15-20 minutes it comes back so this may not be long enough to get a
full test.

History
#1 - 01/16/2012 09:22 PM - Sean Bryant

I made a type, I have to QUIT Showtime and restart it to fix the audio.

#2 - 05/04/2012 10:03 PM - Andreas Smas
- Category set to Filesystem
- Status changed from New to Need feedback
- Assignee set to Andreas Smas
- Target version set to 33

I this still a problem with 3.5.212?

#3 - 05/04/2012 10:08 PM - Sean Bryant

I will try it today and let you know...

#4 - 05/07/2012 11:41 PM - Sean Bryant

This issue appears to be resolved for me, haven't had any issues so far. However, I still have the incorrect user name and password issue where I
have to reboot my computer and the ps3 to get to work, no other devices have this issue, is there a bug for this?

#5 - 05/08/2012 08:13 AM - Andreas Smas

Yes, #982 i think?

#6 - 05/08/2012 06:22 PM - Sean Bryant
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Yes, that one.. give me more time to try different files to see if this is resolved.

#7 - 05/20/2012 09:48 AM - Andreas Smas
- Target version changed from 33 to 4.0

Ping on this?

#8 - 08/17/2012 04:29 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Need feedback to Fixed

No further input. closing bug

Files
SAMPLE.avi 32 MB 01/16/2012 Sean Bryant
Shark.Night.2011.720p.BRRiP.XViD.AC3-CrEwSaDe.sample.avi 40.9 MB 01/16/2012 Sean Bryant
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